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President's Message
Greetings Fellow Homebrewers,
This message will be short as I’m still getting things in order after returning
from another successful Fest. Hopefully everyone who came out had as
good a time as I did.
I’d like to thank everyone who brought beer, served a shift in the booth,
and/or helped set up and clean up. We couldn’t do it without everyone’s
assistance!
In addition, I’d like to thank a few people specifically:
 Dick for bringing his famous eggs and for hauling the trailer to and
from the Fest on short notice.
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Josh for taking care of the campground registrations



Tom and Ray for handling the T-shirt orders
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Rob for showing up early Sunday morning to get the fest site
cleanup started
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Next
Meeting
Tuesday, May 14
at 7 pm. At

Stein Fillers
4160 Norse Way
Long Beach 90808
562-425-0588
brew@steinfillers.com
http://www.longbeachh
omebrewers.com

I look forward to seeing George’s final report on the clubs and what they
brought but I can say without a doubt we were the best represented club
there this weekend.
A few things for the near future:
 There will be a trailer cleanup this Sunday (5/19/2019) at 10am.
Details can be found in our club email group and facebook group,
and I’ll announce it during the meeting on 5/14 as well.


Red, White and Brews is coming up in just a couple of months, so
start brewing those American beers so you can enter and help
support our local veterans charity!



Our club will be hosting the Pacific Brewers Cup just a couple short
months after RW&B wraps up. A handful of members have stepped
up to assist with the fundraising, and the help is greatly appreciated.
If you would like to help with fundraising, please let Josh know.

Continued on Page 2
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Both competitions are to be held with our friends Levi and Harmony at Long Beach
Beer Lab. As the events come closer, we’ll need help with entry pickup, sorting and
labeling, and of course judging and stewarding.

See you at the next meeting and I look forward to trying everyone’s Light American Lagers in
our second blind tasting of the year.
Happy Brewing,
Jon Silvertooth

2019 Tasting Schedule
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

American Light Lager (2015 BJCP Cat 1A)**
Any fermentable beverage except beer
Anything American
Altbier (2015 BJCP Cat 7B)**
Fruit Beers
Brew with a buddy?
Belgian Dark Strong (2015 BJCP Cat 26D)**
Winter Warmers or other seasonal beers

** Homebrewer of The Year Competition
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Tastings at the April Meeting (Bragging Rights:Wee Heavy)
Ray
Neil

Wee Heavy
Wee Heavy

Other Beers:
Adam S.
Adam S.
Ben W.
Neil H.
DJ Kelly
Derek J.
Derek J.
Tom F.
Kartik B.
Alan
Adam W.
Phil & Sandra

Pale Ale
Mead
Coffee Porter
IPA
Barrel-Aged Oatmeal Stout
Brut Brose IPL
Eisblonde
IPA
Stout
Red Ale
Pale Lager
Tamarindo Barrel-Aged Saison

2019 Fest Tally
by George Eldridge
Another Fest is in the books. On the following page is the tally of taps and kegs.
Congratulations to the High Tap Club: Inland Empire Brewers
The IEB moved to a two-booth arrangement for the first time this year to accommodate the
large number of taps.
Congratulations to the High Keg Club: North County Homebrewers Association
The NCHA actually reduced the number of taps but increased the number of kegs. They
observed last year that a large number of taps confused people. So they reduced the number
of taps and invested in a train horn to notify everyone when the beers were cycled on the
taps.
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Booth Map
1: BeerMe Brew Club (new)
2: BrewCommune
3: Barley Bandits
4: Barley Literate
5: Lab Rat Home Brew Society
6: Barrelly Twisted
7: Wort’s Goin’ On
8: Brew Tech’s
9: BrewWho
10: BEAVR (Brewing Enthusiasts of the Antelope Valley Region)
11: Crown of the Valley Brewing Society
12: Mash Masters Brew Club (new)
13: WASH (West Adams Society of Homebrewers)
14: Pacific Gravity
15 & 16: Long Beach Homebrewers
17: VIBE (Ventura Independent Beer Enthusiasts)
18: Thousand Oaked Homebrewers
19: Orange County Mash Ups (new)
20: MOTA Brewing
21: High Desert Homebrewers Anonymous
22: So Cal Cerveceros
23: Hydration Station (spigots connected to a hose bib)
24 & 25: Inland Empire Brewers (High Tap Club)
26: Hop-A-Holics
27: Mash Heads
28: Meisters of the Brewniverse
29 & 30: Maltose Falcons
31: Mojave Desert Brewers Guild
32: Coachella Valley Homebrew Club
33: North County Homebrewers Association (High Keg Club)
34: QUAFF (back after absence)
35: Foam On The Brain
36: Ojai Beer Barons
37: SOBA (Society of Barley Alchemists)
38: Strand Brewers Club
39: Horse Thief Brewers Association
40: Societe du Lambic
41: Society of Barley Engineers
42: Temecula Valley Homebrewers Association
43: The F.E.R.M. (Fractured Experiments Requiring Malt)
44: Yeastside Brewers
45: Ss brewtech (vendor)
46: First Aid
47: Hydration Station
Totals
40 clubs (3 first time at the Fest)
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Taps
6
18
9
9
20
15
6
12
11
16
16
14
16
10
27
23
15
12
2
15
8

Kegs
15
20
10 + bottles
12
27
16
6
13 + bottles
12
16
18
30
16
15
45 + bottles
30 + bottles
26
23
4
21
15

42
11
13
13
19
8
12
16
8
12
4
9
12
6
13
13
24
8
15

42 + bottles
16
14
13
19 + bottles
8
12
48 + bottles
15
22
15
12 + bottles
12
12
15
15
30
13
15 + bottles

Taps
538

Kegs
738 + bottles

A Visit to the Mothership (by Ray Grace)
Not that I wanted to try and one-up Tom Fontes with his amazing article about the tour
at Sierra Nevada but when my wife’s work took her to the Sacramento area for a
Thursday/Friday Monday/Tuesday, it was hard to resist the opportunity to fly up, pick her up,
and drive to Santa Rosa for the weekend and a trip to the Brand Spanking new Russian River
Brewery in Windsor, California.
The new facility, a 75 barrel German-made brewhouse along with barrel room, multiple
open and closed fermenters, a koelschip, a 200 seat brewpub with two bars and a separate
tasting room plus loads of outdoor space and a huge gift shop opened this past October. And
needless to say it’s Gorgeous! You could just roll up, sit at the bar and drink all day but they
offer both self-guided tours and a longer reservation-only, one-hour guided tour for $15 and I
highly recommend it.
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You start off your tour in the tour lobby then follow your guide into the brewhouse where he
hands you a glass with your first taster of the tour, in my case some STS pils. You’ll spend a
few minutes handling and tasting the various ingredients that go into beer while the guide
explains the brewing process to you while drinking this amazing beer (apparently the beers on
the tour do change) and you’re surrounded by this amazing brand new stainless work of art.
You’ll next ascend the spiral staircase to get the above view of the brewhouse and move on to
see the rest of the brewery.
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From there you walk along a hallway that overlooks the rest of the brewery facilities, a large
yeast storage facility, the sensory evaluation rooms, multiple rooms with both open-top
fermenters and a room full of huge conical fermenters, past the lab facilities and centrifuge,
finishing this part of the tour overlooking the packaging space with your second pour of the
tour which is of course the world renowned Pliny the Elder.
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Open top fermenters, unfortunately they were empty the day of our tour.
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After the second pour, you move onto the second half of the tour in the separate wild and sour
beer production facilities. Although, they brew the wort in the regular brewhouse, the beer is
aged, stored, and packaged in a completely separate space to prevent cross contamination.
The barrel room itself is amazing.

That’s a lot of amazing Russian River sours. From here you finish up the tour by ascending a
staircase to the spontaneous fermentation room.
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Can you hear the Angels sing?
FYI – apparently they found the door on Ebay.
Walk through that door and into the koeslchip room…
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The room is the highest point in the brewery and is made with Sugar Pine that came from the
Sierra Nevada property in Mill’s River, North Carolina, apparently Natalie said you had to
have something from Sierra Nevada in your brewery. Also when the hot wort is poured into
the koelschip the porous wood swells and absorbs a ton of moisture giving the various
bacteria in the room something to feast on for the ever evolving wild character in their
spontaneously fermented beers. Here is where the tour ends with one last pour, in my case,
Intinction, a pilsner that is aged on Sauvignon Blanc juice in a Sauvignon Blanc barrel with
brettanomyces. Cheers!
The tour costs $15, is about an hour long and includes three taster pours and you get to keep
the beautiful Teku glass.
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Pliny anyone?

Something I think we can all agree on.
The new facility serves Farm to Table food and the menu looks great but we went back to our
hotel in Santa Rose and walked to the original brewpub, so A) I could keep drinking without
having to worry about crashing the rental (duh!) and to eat the great pizza that they don’t
make in Windsor Damn, I’m getting hungry and thirsty thinking about it.
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A Weekend Beer Getaway
by Rion DuVall
The GPS is telling me to turn right in 100 feet, which as I can see on this cold and raining February
morning, is my only choice unless I want to drive straight into a rather large thicket of bushes. As I
make the turn I feel a fight with the GPS coming on, wondering why it was taking me down a two lane
road to what appears to be a one horse country town. Visions of a sheriff hiding in his car behind a
closed auto repair shop waiting to catch unsuspecting big city folk like me pop into my head, “boy,
you’re in a heap of trouble.” What was the speed limit? I slow down anyway...
I know why of course I am driving down Carpinteria Avenue from the north bound 101. I’m on a
mission to find two things, first, the Lucky Lama Coffee Shop and second, the home of the Island
Brewing Company. The reason for this detour on my way to Pismo Beach is simple enough, last night
while enjoying dinner at the Beach House Fish restaurant in Ventura, I had an amazing King Tide IPA.
I doubted that they would be open, but I had hopes that someone would be there that I could talk into
selling me a growler of King Tide.
Carpinteria is one of those towns that I usually drive past on my way to Santa Barbara or points north
and don’t really give a much of a second thought to. However, what I found was completely different
from what I expected and definitely warranted exploring when time permitted. For starters, the whole
town has a typical California small town artsy feel to it. The main shopping street, Linden Avenue,
reminds me more of Main Street in Seal Beach than State Street in Santa Barbara. Nice and quiet with
lots of shops and restaurants in a very walkable setting. More importantly though in the space of about
a mile and half, Downtown Carpinteria is home to three breweries and a cidery. Thus, after a really
good, and strongly needed latte at Lucky Lama, I am closing in on my second mission for this
particular morning. I park in the Amtrak Station parking lot across the street from building that houses
Island Brewing and walk down the narrow path between the tracks and a group buildings to get to the
brewery. As luck would have it, they are closed and no one is around, or at least visible as I can smell
wort boiling. So I make it a point to plan a return visit.
Island Brewing Company is owned by Mr. Paul Wright and is a
family run affair much like our own local Ten Mile Brewing. The
staff is friendly and the setting is somewhat unique with both inside
and outside seating with full view of passing passenger trains
within a pretzel's throw, a park, and beach beyond. I’ve been three
times now, the rainy February morning above as well as once in the
late Saturday afternoon and another time on Saturday evening.
Given the breweries to population
density of Carpinteria, the place is
busy in the late afternoons, but
downright crowded on Friday night with standing room only, a good
sign. The beers run the typical range of lagers to stouts with their
flagship beers being the Avocado Honey Amber and the King Tide
IPA. It is easy to see why, the Avocado Honey Amber is a nice smooth
drinking beer with just the right amount of malty sweetness to
bitterness balance. By contrast, the King Tide IPA is perfect for you
hop heads, fairly dry with a very strong hop presence and just the right
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amount of tropical citrus. Despite the level of bitterness, the beer goes smoothly and avoids the
bitterness overload that many California style double IPAs seem to have. Their Kolsch style Blonde
Ale is nice and light and would be perfect for a hot Summer afternoon. The Bourbon Rigamarole is a
wonderful bourbon barrel aged brown ale and reminds me a little bit of Full Malted Jacket. Overall, I
found most of the beers to be quite pleasing. One thing that Island Brewing does do that I like is to use
experimental hops, like their Extra Innings – Variance IPA #14, which utilizes experimental hop 7270.
Now I confess that I’m not completely familiar with the origins of experimental hop 7270, I suspect
that UCSB probably has something to do with it, but I like that results. Island Brewing Company
though is not the only brewery in Carpinteria so it is off to visit the others.
A half mile walk up Linden Avenue with a right turn at Carpinteria
Avenue, brings us Rincon Brewery. More of brewery restaurant, if
Island Brewing was low key and laid back, Rincon is more of the
nice night out on the town kind of place to enjoy good beer, food
and friends in a relaxed atmosphere. Rincon serves several beers
from major craft brewers like Stone, but also has two guest taps in
addition to their own house
beers. Overall, I found all of
their beers to be quite good, but
I believe that they do better on
their darker beers. Rincon’s MacBrown is a dry brown ale with a
nice malt favor and just a touch of hop bitterness. While the
Rivermouth Stout was everything that one would want in a nice dry
stout. Lest you think that I ignored their lighter beers, the Rincon
Saison was a flavorful smooth farmhouse ale. As for the food, my
hamburger was more of a gourmet burger than traditional bar
burger and reasonably priced. Overall, a nice middle of the road kind place for relaxing with friends.
Leaving Rincon and walking a mile northwest along Carpinteria
avenue brings me to the brewLAB. If Rincon was middle of the
road, these folks are on the left sholder. brewLAB does a lot of
experimental beers and doesn’t repeat batches. So what you get
here will be different every time. For me that makes this place
interesting. A good many of their beers are sours which reminds
me of our good friend Levy and his Long Beach Beer Lab. There
are four brewers/owners with three of them from Southern
California and the remaining one from Minnesota. In addition to
their willingness to utilize local
herbs, flowers, and fruits in their beer, they use organic grain and
either feed the spent grain to local livestock or compost it. That
said, it is probably my favorite brewery in Carpinteria just due to
it’s level of funkiness. I like the fact that the beers are never the
same and that they give a nod to being environmentally friendly.
Visiting on a Saturday night, one is more likely to find a food truck
out back and live music inside. As for the beers, I have visited so
infrequently that I have only had mostly their sours, that said, they
were really good sours. Two that stand out are their It’s the Pits, a
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saison with brett and stone fruit. Which had a really nice sour bite, not super dry, but dry enough. I
would be more than happy to drink this beer regularly if I could get it. I’m still not sure what stone
fruit they used though. There were hints of peach and apricot though, but that might be the yeast. The
second beer was their Kia Ora, 100% pilsner malt with organic kiwi. A nice dry beer with just a hint of
sweetness and flavor from the kiwi. Both of these beers were from my first visit, since then I’ve found
that their saison and Belgian ales to be excellent. I just wish that I could get the same thing more than
once. Then again the fact that the selection is completely different every time I visit, is partially what
keeps intriguing me about this place.
Finally right next door to the brewLAB is the Apiary, which
specializes in ciders, meads, and hard kombucha. I have only
managed to drink here once as usually they are closed by the time
that I get to them. That said, despite not being a big drinker of
ciders and meads, what I have had here were awesome in a kind of
open your eyes sort of way. The Apiary utilizes a lot of local
honeys and apples along with a mixture of wild flowers and herbs
to infuse their ciders and meads with some pretty unique flavors.
Like the brewLAB, most of the
batches are one off. On my visit
the place was very quiet, surprising given the crowd next door, but
after a good bit of sampling beers in noisy environments, it was nice
change. I sampled their Hopacado mead and Gallant cider. The
Hopacado is made with Avocado blossom honey from Ojai and
some mystery hops from the folks next door(their words, not mine).
The taste was dry with a hint of hops, very smooth and pleasant.
Galant is made with Gala apples locally grown in Cuyama and dry
hopped with a mixture of equanot, bravo, and amarillo hops.
Definitely sweeter than the Hopacado but not sweet, so I would
have to place it somewhere in the semi-sweet category. The more
notable hop flavor was a nice balance against the semi-sweetness of
the apples. Both the drinks have inspired me to learn more about
ciders and meads and challenged my image of what a cider and
mead can taste like. I will definitely visit here again.
I hope that you have found that maybe one or more of these places have struck your fancy and made
you decide to make your own exploratory visit to Carpinteria. Despite being 100 miles north of Long
Beach, it is definitely worth a visit. For access, it is approximately a two hour drive up the 101 or
perhaps even better take the Blue Line to the Red Line to Union Station and then take Amtrak. As for
accommodations, there several major chain hotels, but you might have better luck with Airbnb or one
of the local weekend rental places of which there are a number of them. If you go or have been, let me
know what you think.
For more info on these breweries is available at:
Island Brewing Company www.islandbrewingcompany.com
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Rincon Brewing www.rinconbrewery.com
brewLAB www.brewlabcraft.com
the Apiary www.theapiary.co
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